
INTELLIGENT
LIFE
TERMINOLOGY



An ideology and growing movement

that advocates for the belief that

artificial intelligence and large

language models (LLMs) will lead to a

post-scarcity technological utopia. 

EFFECTIVE
ACCELERATIONISM

(E/ACC)



In the face of job displacement due to

automation, the idea of a "just

transition" pushes for fair policies that

support workers in their move to new

roles or sectors. 

It advocates for equitable employment

shifts, ensuring that technological

advancement doesn't leave

marginalized groups behind.

JUST TRANSITION



Thanks to AI, we can now produce

hyper-realistic, yet entirely fake videos

or audio recordings. 

Deepfakes have stoked fears about

misinformation in a digital age,

compelling us to question the veracity

of every piece of media we consume

and highlighting the importance of

digital literacy.

DEEP FAKES



Machine Learning is an AI method

where computers are trained to learn

from very large datasets. Rather than

being explicitly programmed to

perform a task, they use data to make

predictions or decisions.

MACHINE LEARNING



Inspired by (but very different from)
the human brain's structure, these are

complex algorithms designed to

recognize patterns and interpret data.  

Neural networks help computers

process vast amounts of data in layers,

making sense of complex patterns we

might overlook.

NEURAL NETWORKS



This is an advanced type of machine

learning that uses complex technology.

It's especially effective for processing

large sets of data, like images or

speech.

DEEP LEARNING



Computers "understanding" human

language is courtesy of NLP. This

technology hat allows chatbots to

communicate seamlessly and voice

assistants to understand our queries.

NATURAL LANGUAGE
PROCESSING (NLP)



Algorithms aren't inherently impartial;
they learn from data. If that data

carries prejudices, the resulting AI

outputs can inadvertently perpetuate

societal biases.

ALGORITHMIC BIAS



A still-theoretical stage of AI where

machines might perform any

intellectual task a human can,

challenging the boundary between

human and machine cognition.

Experts debate whether it’s possible.

Current AI is specialized, and not GAI.

GENERAL ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE (GAI)



As AI grows more sophisticated,

people form connections with AI

entities, from chatbots to virtual or AI

companions to personalized mentors

in the classroom.

SYNTHETIC
RELATIONSHIPS



In the AI context, alignment refers to

ensuring AI behaviors match human

intentions. As AI systems grow more

complex, maintaining this alignment

becomes crucial to avoid unintended

consequences.

ALIGNMENT



These AI-driven tools converse with

users, aiding in tasks from customer

service to personal planning, offering

instant, efficient responses.

CHATBOTS



Machines operating without human

oversight, from drones delivering

packages to cars driving themselves,

and the cause for many convenience

and complex safety debates.

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS



This advanced analytical technique

uses historical data to make

predictions about future events. By

harnessing the power of AI, industries

such as finance and healthcare can

forecast trends, anticipate needs, or

identify risks.

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS



This is the capability that allows

machines to "see" and interpret visual

data. Through computer vision,

technologies can perform tasks

ranging from diagnosing medical

images to identifying objects within

photos, much like the human eye

paired with the brain.

COMPUTER VISION



Proposed by the mathematician Alan

Turing, this test is a measure of a

machine's ability to exhibit intelligent

behavior that's indistinguishable from

that of a human. It has been a

foundational concept in discussions

about the nature of artificial

intelligence.

TURING TEST



This involves delving deep into vast

datasets to uncover hidden patterns,

correlations, or anomalies. Through AI,

data mining can reveal insights that

might be imperceptible to the human

eye, impacting decision-making in

businesses and research.

DATA MINING



In the quest for intelligent machines,

there's a need to define how

knowledge can be "stored" and

understood by a machine. Knowledge

representation methods enable AI

systems to reason and draw

conclusions in a way that mimics

human thinking.

KNOWLEDGE
REPRESENTATION



Drawing inspiration from nature,

swarm intelligence looks at the

collective behavior of decentralized

systems, like how birds flock or fish

school. In AI, this concept is applied to

optimize processes and solve problems

through collective intelligence.

SWARM INTELLIGENCE



More than just parsing words,

semantic analysis dives into

understanding the deeper meaning

and sentiment of textual content. In

AI-driven natural language processing,

this ensures a more nuanced and

context-aware interpretation of text.

SEMANTIC ANALYSIS



As AI becomes an integral part of

society, the importance of developing

systems that respect human rights and

fairness cannot be overstated. Ethical

AI underscores the need for

transparency, accountability, and an

understanding of the broader societal

implications of AI systems.

ETHICAL AI



Quantum computers, still in their

infancy, harness the principles of

quantum mechanics to process vast

amounts of data simultaneously. Their

potential integration with AI could

revolutionize problem-solving speeds

and open up uncharted territories in

research and development.

QUANTUM COMPUTING



Moving away from centralized servers

and data farms, decentralized AI

spreads out decision-making and data

processing across multiple points or

nodes. This approach offers potential

benefits in privacy and security, as it's
harder to compromise a system that's
spread out, but it's also a step towards

democratizing AI technology and

reducing monopolistic control.

DECENTRALIZED AI



As awareness grows about the

potential biases in AI systems,

especially in critical domains like

hiring or criminal justice, bias audits

emerge as a way to check and correct

these systems. These audits, ideally

conducted by third parties, evaluate an

AI system's fairness and neutrality,

helping to build public trust in these

technologies.

BIAS AUDITS



Beyond logic and reasoning, some AI

systems now attempt to recognize and

even replicate human emotions. AEI

explores the potentials and pitfalls of

machines that can "feel" or understand

our feelings, impacting sectors like

customer service, healthcare, and

entertainment.

ARTIFICIAL EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE


